The isotropic elastic moduli closest to a given anisotropic elasticity tensor are defined using the Riemannian concept of elastic distance introduced by Moakher [1]. The closest moduli are unique, independent of whether the difference in stiffness or compliance is considered. Explicit expressions for the closest bulk and shear moduli are presented for cubic materials, and an algorithm is described for finding them for materials with arbitrary anisotropy. The method is illustrated by application to a variety of materials, which are ranked according to their distance from isotropy.
Introduction
The objective of this paper is to answer the question: what is the isotropic material closest to a given anisotropic material. In order to attempt an answer one needs a distance function which measures the difference between the elastic moduli of two materials. The Euclidean norm provides a natural definition for distance, and using it one can find the elastic tensor of a given symmetry nearest to an anisotropic elastic tensor [2] , see also [3, 4, 5, 6] . The Euclidean distance function is, however, not invariant under inversion, i.e. considering compliance instead of stiffness, and as such does not lead to a unique answer to the question posed. To see this, let δC ijkl and δS ijkl be the elements of the fourth order tensors for the differences in elastic stiffness and compliance, respectively. Define the length of a fourth order tensor with elements T ijkl by (T ijkl T ijkl ) 1/2 . Then it is clear that the length using δC ijkl is not simply related to that of δS ijkl .
Recently Moakher [1] introduced a distance function for elasticity tensors which is unchanged whether one uses stiffness or compliance. This provides a means to define the distance between any two elasticity tensors in an unambiguous manner. The focus here is on finding the closest isotropic material to a given arbitrarily anisotropic material characterized by its elastic stiffness or compliance. The methods discussed here could also be used to find the closest material of lower symmetry.
The distance function of Moakher [1] is first reviewed in Section 2. The theory is developed in terms of matrices, with obvious application to tensors. Preliminary results for elastic materials are presented in Section 3, where closed-form expressions are derived for the isotropic moduli closest to a given material of cubic symmetry. The general problem for materials of arbitrary anisotropy is solved in Section 4, and applications to a large number of sample materials are described in Section 5.
Elastic distance
We begin with P(n), the vector space of positive definite symmetric matrices in M n×n , the space of n × n real matrices. Recall that a matrix P is symmetric if x T Py = y T Px for all
x , y in R n , and positive definite if x T Px > 0 for all nonzero x ∈ R n . The diagonal form is
where λ i are the eigenvalues and v i ∈ R n the eigenvectors, which satisfy
Functions of P can be readily found based on the diagonalized form, in particular, the logarithm of a matrix is defined as
Two distinct metrics for positive definite symmetric matrices are considered: the conventional Euclidean or Frobenius metric d F and the Riemannian distance d R introduced by Moakher [1] . Thus, for any pair A, B ∈ P(n)
where the norm is defined
The distance function d R can be expressed in alternative forms by using the property B(Log A)B −1 = Log (BAB −1 ), e.g.,
or in terms eigenvalues, which follows from eq. (2) and (3b),
where λ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n are the eigenvalues of 
The Riemannian distance has some additional properties not shared with d F :
Equation (6b) with a = −1 shows that d R is invariant under inversion. This property makes it a more consistent and unambiguous metric for elasticity tensors, as will become evident below. Moakher [1] introduced another distance function, the Kullback-Leibler metric, which has many of the same properties as d R , including invariance under inversion. However, it does not satisfy the triangle inequality, and for that reason we choose to not consider it here.
Preliminary examples
The remainder of the paper is concerned with applications to elasticity, with n = 6.
Definition of elastic moduli
6 × 6 symmetric matrices are used to describe elastic moduli, whether of stiffness or compliance. The matrix representation is based on Kelvin's [7] observation in 1856 that the twenty one coefficients of the elasticity define a quadratic form (the energy) in the six strains, and therefore possess six "principal strains" [7] . Although Kelvin did not write out the elasticity tensor explicitly as a symmetric positive definite matrix, the idea has proven very useful and has been developed extensively, notably by Rychlewski [8] and Mehrabadi and Cowin [9] .
The notation of Mehrabadi and Cowin [9] is employed here. Thus, the matrix C ∈ P(6) represents the elastic stiffness, and its inverse is the elastic compliance, S, satisfying
The elements of the elastic stiffness matrix are
where c ij , i, j = 1, 2, . . . 6 are the coefficients in the Voigt notation. Before considering materials of arbitrary anisotropy it is instructive to examine the distance functions for materials possessing the simplest type of anisotropy: cubic symmetry. Materials of cubic symmetry are described by only three independent moduli and have the general form
The three independent moduli commonly used are the bulk modulus κ and the two distinct shear moduli µ and η, which are related to the matrix elements by 3κ =ĉ 11 + 2ĉ 12 , 2µ =ĉ 44 , 2η =ĉ 11 −ĉ 12 .
Isotropic materials have only two independent moduli κ, µ, and are of the same form as eq. (9) with the restrictionĉ 11 −ĉ 12 −ĉ 44 = 0, or equivalently, η = µ.
A concise notation will be used for writing isotropic and cubic matrices, based upon Walpole's [10] scheme for decomposing elasticity tensors. Define the fundamental matrices J, K, L and M by
Note that I and J correspond, respectively, to the fourth order isotropic symmetric tensors with components I ijkl = (δ ik δ jl + δ il δ jk )/2 and J ijkl = (1/3)δ ij δ kl . Elastic moduli of isotropic and cubic materials are of the generic form
The isotropic matrices { J, K} are idempotent and their matrix product vanishes, J 2 = J,
Similarly, it may be checked that the three basis matrices for cubic materials { J, L, M} are idempotent and have zero mutual products. The algebra of matrix multiplication for isotropic and cubic materials follows from these basic multiplication tables:
), and products are of the form
Results for isotropic materials follow from those for cubic with η = µ. For the sake of simplicity and brevity we therefore focus on properties for cubic materials in the next subsection.
Elastic distance for cubic and isotropic materials
Consider two cubic materials with moduli 
Thus, the distances functions are
It is clear from these expressions that
The Euclidean distance on the other hand satisfies d
What is the isotropic material closest to a given cubic material? The answer may be found by considering the distance functions between an arbitrary cubic stiffness C cub (3κ, 2µ, 2η) and the isotropic stiffness C iso (3κ * , 2µ * ). The same question will also be considered for the compliances. Minimizing with respect to the isotropic moduli κ * , µ * yields
Denote the values of the closest isotropic moduli by κ R , µ R for d R , and κ A , µ A or κ H , µ H for d R depending as the stiffness (A) or its inverse (H) is used. Thus,
Equations (16) and (17) show clearly that the "closest" isotropic material is not uniquely determined using the Frobenius metric for either the stiffness or the compliance. Each gives a different isotropic material since µ H < µ R < µ A for µ − η = 0. The Riemannian metric gives a unique "closest" isotropic material, regardless of whether the stiffness or the compliance are used.
In summary, the closest isotropic material to a given cubic material, in the sense of d R , is defined by moduli κ R and µ R ,
and the distance from isotropy is
These results will be generalized to materials of arbitrary anisotropy next.
Closest isotropic moduli
We now turn to the more general question of finding the isotropic material closest to a given anisotropic material characterized by C or its inverse S. The solution using the Euclidean metric is relatively simple, and is considered first.
Minimum Frobenius distances
The closest isotropic elastic moduli are assumed to be of general isotropic form C iso (3κ, 2µ), see eq. (12) . The bulk and shear moduli are found by minimizing d F ( C iso , C), which implies 3κ tr J = tr J C,
Thus, using suffix A to indicate that the minimization is in the arithmetic sense (in line with [1] 
These results are well known, e.g. [11] . Similarly, the closest isotropic elastic compliance can be determined by minimizing d (20) and (21) also agree with the special case discussed above for cubic materials, eq. (17).
The minimum Riemannian distance
We look for moduli of the form
with respect to κ R and µ R separately, and setting the derivatives to zero, implies respectively
These conditions, which are necessary for a minimum, can be simplified as follows. Define the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors by the diagonalization
Adding the two conditions (25) using the identity I = J + K, along with the expression (2) for the logarithm of a matrix, yields
A second condition follows by direct substitution from (26) into (25a), giving
Note that 0 ≤ α i ≤ 1 and α i form a partition of unity,
This follows from the representation J = uu T where the unit 6−vector u is defined in eq.
(11a). Thus, the minimal isotropic moduli are found by satisfaction of the two simultaneous equations (27) and (28). We now show how the first of these two conditions can be met, leaving one condition to satisfy. Let
where ρ ≥ 0 is defined by
and ν R is the Poisson's ratio of the minimizer. The reason this form for C iso is chosen is so
Hence, the eigenvalues of (26) are of the form
where the normalized eigenvectorsλ i =λ i (ρ), and the (unchanged) eigenvectors v i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n = 6 are defined by
Turning to the first condition, (27), it is automatically satisfied if the bulk modulus is given by
It remains to determine ρ from the second stationary condition, eq. (28), which can be expressed in terms of the modified eigenvalues as n i=1λ
In practice this is performed numerically by searching for the zero over the permissible range for the Poisson's ratio: −1 < ν R < 1/2. The minimizing moduli κ R and µ R then follow from eqs. (34) and (31), respectively.
Note that eq. (35) also involves the eigenvectors v through the inner products α i . However, α i vanishes identically for eigenvectors of deviatoric form -in fact the definition of a deviatoric eigenvector is α i = 0 [9] . Conversely, α i = 1 for purely dilatational eigenvectors [9] , i.e., eigenvectors parallel to u of eq. (11a).
Also, once ρ is found the minimal distance between C iso and C is given by
Remark: It might seem sensible to perform direct minimization of the expression (36) viewed as a function of ρ rather than search for the zero of eq. (35). After all, minimization of a function of a single variable is a straightforward numerical task. However, this is incorrect, and leads to the wrong answer. This can be seen by minimizing (36) for cubic materials, C = C cub . Explicit calculation shows that the results obtained do not agree with the known minimizer {κ R , µ R } of eq. (17).
We next demonstrate the application of the general procedure for finding the closest isotropic material to the case of a given elasticity matrix of cubic symmetry.
Example: cubic materials
Let C = C cub from eq. (12b). The matrix in eq. (33) follows by using the algebra for cubic matrices and the identity K = L + M,
Thus,λ 1 = 3κ,λ 2 =λ 3 =λ 4 = 2µρ 2 ,λ 5 =λ 6 = 2ηρ 2 , and the eigenvectors are either pure dilatational (α 1 = 1) or deviatoric (α i = 0, i = 2, 3, . . . , 6). Therefore, eq. (35) becomes
Solving for the intermediate variable ρ, and evaluating µ R and κ R from eqs. (34) and (31) respectively, gives κ R = κ and µ R = (µ 3 η 2 ) 1/5 . These agree with the closest moduli as determined directly, in eq. (17). Table A lists the computed distance from isotropy of various anisotropic materials, using data from Musgrave [12] . Materials of cubic (cub), hexagonal (hex), tetragonal (hex) and orthotropic (ort) symmetry are considered. In each case the moduli of the closest isotropic material were found using the algorithm described above. The resulting bulk modulus κ R and Poisson's ratio ν R are tabulated.
Applications and discussion
Table A ranks the materials in terms of their proximity to isotropy, d R , which is the value of the Riemannian distance of the isotropic material from the original material. The average (κ A , µ A ) and harmonic (κ H , µ H ) moduli which minimize the Euclidean distances were also computed, and the Riemannian distance between these two is denoted d HA . The distances d RA and d RH are the distances between the "closest" isotropic material (κ R , µ R ) and the average and harmonic isotropic approximants, respectively. All distances listed in Table A are based on the Riemannian metric.
Note that the distance d HA between the average and harmonic approximations is generally less than the distance from isotropy d R . This is more so for those materials that are closer to isotropy -at the top of Table A. As the material gets further from isotropy -the lower half of Table A -the magnitude of d HA relative to d R grows as the latter increases. The two distances are of comparable magnitude for the highly anisotropic materials at the very bottom of the table, such as oak and spruce.
As a numerical check on the computations, the triangle inequality
was confirmed for each material in Table A . Since the three vertices of the triangle are isotropic materials, the inequality may be written, using (15b), as
For cubic materials κ A = κ H = κ R , and consequently the triangle is a straight line:
The quantity (d RA + d RH − d HA )/d HA was found to be very small for all the cases considered (and numerically zero for the cubic examples), less than 10 −3 for all materials considered except barium titanate (1.2× 10 −3 ) and spruce (2.8× 10 −3 ). The "triangle" is almost flat, indicating that the closest moduli (κ R , µ R ) are in some sense optimally centered between the average and harmonic approximations. Note however, that κ R , µ R are not equal to the Riemannian mean [1] of the average and harmonic approximations, denoted as κ AH , µ AH . The Riemannian mean of two elasticity matrices C 1 and C 2 is C 1 ( C −1
[1], and consequently the means of the average and harmonic moduli are
. By considering the case of cubic materials, for which all these quantities have explicit expressions, it may be shown that (µ R − µ AH )(η − µ) > 0 for η − µ = 0. We have presented a method for finding the unique isotropic elastic moduli closest to a given material of arbitrary symmetry. The problem is reduced to finding the zero of a single equation, (35). The procedure for finding the closest isotropic moduli can be generalized to find the closest material of lower symmetry. The solution for cubic symmetry with the cube axes given is presented in the Appendix. Other, lower, symmetries will be considered elsewhere. Another generalization of the present problem is that of determining the closest material of cubic or lower symmetry where the symmetry axes are unrestrained. These and other challenging questions make this an interesting topic for some time to come.
For the Riemannian norm d R we find that the closest cubic material C cub of the form (12b) is determined by three equations: 
